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The spiritual dawn of Consciousness and **Quantum Mechanics** will lead humanity to finally venture out of their centuries-old religious caves and collectively embrace the Observer within themselves. (September 26, 2019)

“You see, the Holy Ghost is **THE MOTHER** *(Observer)*. When they say about the Holy Ghost, She is **THE MOTHER**. Now, the principle of **MOTHER** is in every, every scripture — has to be there. Now, **THE MOTHER**’s character is that **She** is the one who is the Womb, **She** is the one who is **THE MOTHER** Earth, and **She** is the one who nourishes you. **She** nourishes us. You know that. And this Feminine thing *(Observer-Antarjami)* in every human being resides as this Kundalini.”

**THE MOTHER**: Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi  
Radio Interview, Santa Cruz, USA—Oct 1, 1983

NOTE: We will over time revisit and discuss all 9 chapters of this nearly 6-hour long Audiobook of Joseph Selbie’s book, *The Physics of God*.

Since the Observer is feminine, I cannot emphasize enough how important it is for **HALF THE SKY** to slowly over the weeks listen to this priceless pearl. It will advance us to Standard Two of Quantum Mechanics.

**With Quantum Mechanics**, **THE MOTHER** takes you back to Standard One. Those who have ears for 1.22.40 will advance to Standard Two: The particle-wave Resurrection into the Kingdom of Consciousness. (**December 12, 2020**)  

Please listen **52.00-54.45** and **1.13.07** first, before deciding to start the Audiobook of *The Physics of God*.